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As its subtitle suggests (The Jackson Laboratory Fiftieth Anniversary Sym-
posium) this book is a compendium of papers presented at the fiftieth birthday of
the famous Bar Harbor Laboratory in July, 1979. Much as the research of the
Jackson Labs is diverse, the topics covered in this volume represent a most eclectic
conglomeration. The only truly unifying principles are (1) the papers all present
work done on the mouse and its genome and (2) the work is uniformly excellent. The
book is divided into five sections each of which contains three or four chapters on a
current topic in mouse genetics. Section one is a stimulating juxtaposition of formal
mouse genetics at the chromosomal level (Eva Eicher) with a progress report con-
cerning our expanding knowledge of gene structure at the nucleotide level (Philip
Leder). Section two contains three magnificant examples of experimental strategies
now possible in analysis of early mammalian embryogenesis (V. Papaioannou, L.C.
Stevens, and K. Illmense). Section three is a series of discussions of the advantages
and disadvantages of the mouse as a model for human inherited disorders (V.
McKusick, D.L. Coleman, S.E. Lux, C.R. Scriver). Section four addresses our new
grasp of immunogenetics (G. Klein, W.F. Bodmer, G.D. Snell, and D. Bennett).
The final section is devoted to the description of the role of viruses as causative
agents in cancer (W.E. Heston, W.P. Rowe, D. Baltimore).
While this reviewer tends to dislike books which are simply symposium presenta-
tions stapled together with a cover letter, this publication is different. First, as men-
tioned above, each ofthe chapters is trulytop-notch science. This can be anticipated
almost from the authors' names alone. Second and unexpectedly the papers tend to
hang together, as a book. There is a palpable exuberance here (Elizabeth Russell in
her preface actually ends two sentences with an exclamation point-unheard of in
scientific writing, but somehow appropriate here). The reader becomes aware that
the participants share a sense of pride and accomplishment at being a part of what
must beconsidered theinstitute ofmouse genetics. This is reflected in the substantial
number of authors who sought to trace the roots of their work back to the days
when genetics meant the study of male times female. The recalling of the common
origin of fields which today seem so diverse is a most refreshing aspect ofthis book.
Finally, the well-justified assertion that all of the fields covered here were either
started or aided substantially by the Jackson Labs and its resources leaves the reader
with the feeling that the success of C.C. Little's creation is truly cause for celebra-
tion. Happy Birthday, Jackson Labs!
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